Silin, w ill not be studied here since these cases do not appear to correspond to a physically realizable situation (the frequency (j o q must be larger than the electron plasma frequency in order for the radiation to enter the plasma).
In the following section we w ill first obtain the basic equations on which our analysis w ill be based. In section III, we w ill examine instabilities which are present in the dipole approximation (kQ = 0) , and make some comparisons of our results with those obtained by Silin and by DuBois and Goldman. In section IV, we w ill investigate the instabilities which arise from the spatial variation of the applied electric field.
II. Basic Equations
We begin by considering a plasma described by the Vlasov equation.
We assume that the plasma is subjected to a transverse electric field E (r ,t ) = E cos(k *r -u ) t) , (k «E = 0) . ~o ~o ~o ~ o ṽo ~o
The modification of this radiation field due to the plasma can be approxi- 
where the sum is over the various components (as described above). We w ill now follow a method which is very similar to one used by Aliev and Silin,^ except that we w ill retain the spatial variation of the applied electric field.
We take the spatial variation of the perturbed quantities in the direction 
where exp. { } is the same as in equation (5). Dividing equation ( 
where the fact that k*E = 0 has been used in the arguments of the Bessel ~o functions. To simplify this expression further, we w ill now make use of the * fact that in most cases the wave number k is much larger than kQ. Moreover, as we w ill show below, only those components of p^. (k+nkQ, uo+nuoo) for which n is a small integer have an appreciable magnitude. Thus, as a first 
2) r e(u>-u>o) r i (a)-i»o) ] [ l -(jo2+j l 2) r e((») r .^) ] cr e(-o) -r e(w)] [ r i (uo-uoQ) -r\(uo)] = o (27) where (uo) = ((^) /€ (uo) . The condition for the onset of instability is determined by the behavior of this function for real values of u o (as well as 0) ). In the case of Maxwellian distributions, f (u ), this function can o og be determined from known functions.
It is plotted in Figure 1 
If we use the approximation given in equation (22), then equation (27) can be put in the form
r f v 2 2"< r . >2 2-i r 2 2-i r 2 2-i L 0 » -u > o ) -w H j [ (0 )-U )o ) -U)L ] [u o -U)R ] [ cjü -0)L ](28)
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To the degree that one can approximate ()jl) by (|i/2) , equation (30) The imaginary part of (34) can then be viewed as giving the relationship between k and u), for a given u u . We w ill not investigate this further, since it is not our primary interest at this point. Using the above condition we can conclude that the system is stable provided that 
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The first case is when the power of the incident radiation is 2 2 -2 sufficiently weak for (1 -J -J, ) (kD ) < < 1, even though 1 > > kD . We note first that if we set c d = 0 in equation (25), and we ignore the imaginary part of ( + (J0q ) , then there are two classes of solutions, namely a) We w ill first examine the solutions which for a u = 0 go over into Therefore the present instability is usually weaker than the instability in Case A.
To examine the effects due to damping, equation ( The growth rate along (neglecting damping).
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